The authors investigate a class of observer-based discrete-time networked control systems (NCSs) with multiple-packet transmission where random packet dropouts occur independently in both the sensor-to-controller (S/C) and controller-to-actuator (C/A) channels. The authors first propose and prove the separation principle for the NCSs where packet dropouts in the C/A and S/C channels are governed by two independent Markov chains, respectively. Secondly, the authors derive a sufficient condition, in terms of linear matrix inequalities (LMIs), for stabilisation control of the Markov chain-driven NCSs. The authors also derive the necessary and sufficient condition for stabilisation control of the memoryless process-driven NCSs as a special case. A numerical example is provided to illustrate the effectiveness of our method.
Introduction
An important concept in control theory is the separation principle [1] . When the separation principle holds, the design of observer-based controller can be separated into a state feedback control and an observer design. The separation principle has been widely used in optimal control and estimation problems, such as the linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) optimal control [2] . For non-linear observer-based control design, the separation principle has also been proposed, for example, by developing a high-gain observer approach [3] . Networked control systems (NCSs) have drawn much attention in the control community recently [4] [5] [6] [7] . An NCS is a control system in which the control loop is closed via a shared communication network. Compared to the pointto-point system connection, the use of an NCS has the advantages of low installation cost, reducing system wiring, simple system diagnosis and easy maintenance. However, some inherent shortcomings of NCSs, such as bandwidth constraints, packet dropouts and packet delays, will degrade the performance of NCSs or even cause instability.
Packet dropouts, which can randomly occur because of node failures or network congestion, impose one of the most critical problems in NCSs. Stochastic approaches based on the mean square stability [8, 9] are typically adopted to deal with network delay and packet dropout. Under such a stochastic approach, the network is modelled as a Bernoulli process [5, 10, 11] or a Markov chain [12, 13] , and the system is considered as a special case of a discrete-time jump linear system. In some other works [14, 15] , NCSs with arbitrary packet dropouts are modelled as switched systems. An effective strategy for combating packet dropouts is to compensate them. The works [16, 17] use the model predictive controller to send the current and future control inputs in a single packet. The authors of [18] consider the compensation for dropped feedback measurements, while the authors of [19] propose a compensation scheme for the control packet dropout at the actuator using the past control signals. The work [20] studies the optimal state estimation at the controller for open-loop NCSs, while the work [21] designs an agent-based networked control estimator. These methods provide better performance, as they compensate the dropped packets. However, these schemes complicate the controller design task for closed-loop NCSs, or they require the actuator node to have a complex computational capability.
Since most of the actuator nodes in practice do not have the required computational capability to implement a sophisticated compensation scheme for control packet dropouts, two simple methods are typically adopted for dealing with packet dropouts at the actuator node. The first one is the zero-input scheme where the actuator value is set to zero when the current control packet is lost in the controller-to-actuator (C/A) channel [5, 10, 15] , while the other one is the hold-input scheme where the actuator holds the previous control input when the current control packet is lost [12, 14, 22] . Recently, Schenato [23] has made a detailed comparison of the zeroinput and hold-input schemes. The hold-input scheme can provide a smoother sequence of control inputs. Nevertheless, in the case of large packet dropout probability, long consecutive packet dropouts cause the problem of overshooting and oscillations under the hold-input scheme. In general, none of these two schemes can be claimed to be superior to the other [23] . However, for certain industrial process control systems where it is critical to maintain a smooth operation of an industrial process, the zero-input scheme may not be applicable.
In addition, there have been some studies on the effects of packet dropouts to NCSs under multiple-packet transmission [11, 12, 15, 22] . In a multiple-packet transmission, individual sensor or controller data are transmitted in separate network packets that may not all arrive at the controller or actuator simultaneously because of packet dropouts. By contrast, in a single-packet transmission, all the sensors or controllers data are lumped together into one packet and transmitted at the same time. There are two reasons for adopting multiplepacket transmission. Firstly, a large amount of data must be broken into multiple packets because of the packet size constraint. Secondly and more importantly, sensors and actuators in an NCS may be distributed over a large physical area.
Owing to its importance to control system analysis and synthesis, the separation principle has been studied for some special NCSs with nominal plant. For example, the separation principle is known to hold for the NCSs under TCP-like protocols, where packet dropouts in each communication channel is modelled as a Bernoulli process [5] . In [6] , the authors prove the separation principle for the system with nominal plant, where the network is only located in the sensor-to-controller (S/C) channel. In [24] , the author derives the separation principle for the timevarying sampled data system under the assumption that when the plant output is available at the controller, the actuator also receives the related new control data as well. In reality, however, the packets may be lost independently in the S/C and C/A channels.
To the best of our knowledge, no work to date has proposed the separation principle for observer-based discrete-time NCSs with multiple-packet transmission where packet dropouts in the S/C and C/A channels are driven by two independent Markov chains. Hence, the focus of the present work is to investigate the separation principle for such NCSs. Our contributions are twofold. Firstly, we present and prove the separation principle for Markov chain-driven NCSs with multiple-packet transmission. We formulate such NCSs as the Markovian jump linear system by modelling the behaviours of packet dropouts in the S/C and C/A channels as independent Markov chains. Secondly, we derive a sufficient condition for synthesising the stabilisation controller for such NCSs, formulated in terms of linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) [25] . The necessary and sufficient condition is also presented for the memoryless processdriven NCSs as a special case. An example is provided to demonstrate our proposed approach.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper R stands for real numbers and N for non-negative integers, while W . 0 indicates that W is a positive-definite matrix. Furthermore, I and 0 represent the identity and zero matrices of appropriate dimension, respectively. For positive integer n, define the set
The number of elements in the set S n is 2 n . Further define the one-to-one mapping f n from S n to {1, 2, . . . , 2 n } as
and define the inverse mapping as V = H n (r), which can be implemented by the following iterative procedure:
Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 2.
Step 4:
Lemma 1 (see [25] ): Given constant matrices V 1 , V 2 and V 3 of appropriate dimensions where V 1 and V 2 are symmetric, then
n -valued random variable, let us define
where E[ . ] denotes the expectation. Let ℓ n 2s be the set of rs with r 2s , 1. For positive integer N, define N = {1, 2, . . . , N }. Consider the following stochastic system, denoted as F
where
are the state, input and output vectors, respectively. The stochastic process u(k) is driven by an N -valued Markov chain [26] . The transition probabilities of u(k) are given by
The following result defines the stochastic stability ofF.
Lemma 2 (see [8, 9] ): For the systemF defined in (3), the following are equivalent:
It is interesting to note that under a memoryless process assumption the condition simplifies as follows.
Lemma 3 (see [9] ): Suppose p i, j = p j for all i, j [ N . Then the systemF in (3) is stochastically stable if and only if
Lemma 4 (see [13] ): If there exist 0 , b [ R and 0 , P i [ R n×n with i [ N such that (3) is stochastically stable, and
Problem formulation
The NCSP K , depicted in Fig. 1 , consists of a discrete-time linear time-invariant (LTI) plantP and a discrete-time LTI controllerK with the control loop closed via a shared communication network. The plantP, including sensors and actuators, is described by
where (4) 
. . , m} are the indicators of single-packet dropout in the C/A channel forû j (k). Specifically, a value 0 indicates that the packet is dropped while a value 1 indicates that the packet is transmitted successfully. It is clear that we adopt the zero-input scheme for compensating the dropped control packet. An alternative method is the hold-input scheme, which keeps
These two schemes are the two most natural methods for dealing with control packet dropouts at the actuator node [23] . Also at each instant k [ N, q output packets from the q sensors are transmitted through the S/C channel to the controller, one for each element of y(k). Each packet may be successfully transmitted or dropped and hence let us define
. . , q} denoting the indicators of single-packet dropout in the S/C channel for y i (k). Since there is no delay in communication,K receives those y i (k) having the indicators u s,i (k) = 1 at the instant k. The controllerK adopts a smart control mechanism [6] to update the estimator statex(k + 1) and controller output u(k + 1) as followŝ
where K is the state feedback gain matrix and L the observer gain matrix. The vectorû(k + 1) will be transmitted to the actuators at the next instant k + 1. The underlying idea of this smart control mechanism is as follows. With u s,i (k) = 1, the controller receives y i (k) and it utilises the error y i (k) − y i (k) to correctx(k + 1), which is similar to the standard observation law, while with u s,i (k) = 0, y i (k) is dropped and no correction onx(k + 1) is made, which is just generated from an imitation of the plant. The sequences {Q s (k)} k[N and {Q a (k)} k[N specify the packet dropout processes in the S/C and C/A channels, respectively, and they can be mapped into the two sequences {s k } k[N with s k = f q (Q s (k)) and {a k } k[N with a k = f m (Q a (k)), respectively. The inverse mappings of f q and f m are simply Q s (k) = H q (s k ) and Q a (k) = H m (a k ), respectively. We consider the case where {s k } k[N and {a k } k[N are driven by two independent discrete-time stochastic processes with the following assumption.
Assumption 1: The stochastic processes s k and a k are driven by the two independent homogeneous Markov chains, which take values in the set Q W {1, . . . , 2 q } with the transition probability matrix P W [p t,r ] and in the set M W {1, . . . , 2 m } with the transition probability matrix L W [l i, j ], respectively. Here the probabilities p t,r and l i, j are defined, respectively, by
Remark 1: The multiple-packet transmission policy considered in this contribution is a general framework for packet dropouts. This multiple-packet transmission policy, for example, is valid in the following two scenarios. In the first case several output or input variables are lumped into one packet, while in the second case some output or input variables have dedicated links and are always transmitted successfully. These two cases can simply be tackled by setting the related probabilities to be 0. For the first case, for instance, assume that q ¼ 3 and the output variables y 1 (k) and y 2 (k) are transmitted together in one packet. In this scenario Q s (k) never takes the values diag(1, 0, 0), diag(0, 1, 0), diag(1, 0, 1) or diag(0, 1, 1). Note that the corresponding values of s k for these matrices are 2, 3, 6 and 7, respectively. Clearly, this case can be presented by setting p t,r = 0, when t [ {2, 3, 6, 7} and setting p t,r = 0, when r [ {2, 3, 6, 7}. For the second case, assume that q ¼ 3 sensors and y 1 (k) is never dropped. Then Q s (k) never takes the values diag(0, 0, 0), diag(0, 1, 0), diag(0, 0, 1) or diag(0, 1, 1). Since the corresponding values of s k for these matrices are 1, 3, 5 and 7, respectively, we can represent this case by setting p t,r = 0, when t [ {1, 3, 5, 7} and setting p t,r = 0, when r [ {1, 3, 5, 7}.
Remark 2:
We mainly consider packet dropouts for the discrete-time LTI plantP of (4), which is directly derived from the continuous-time plant by sampling. Therefore our NCS model can naturally deal with the case where the maximum packet transmission delay in the S/C channel and the maximum packet transmission delay in the C/A channel are within one sampling period. In addition, most of the present NCSs are configured over local area networks (LANs), such as wired Ethernet and wireless LAN (WLAN). In such NCSs, the most significant communication delay is because of access delay, which again is naturally taken into account in our model, while the communication delay of a successful packet transmission is negligible.
Remark 3:
In general, the S/C and C/A channels are most likely to physically locate at the different segments of a LAN, which forms the communication network of the system, owing to the spatial distribution nature of the control system. Therefore Assumption 1 is a generic assumption. Even in the case that both the S/C and C/A channels are located in the same segment of the LAN, they may still be regarded as independent, as they may have different bandwidth assignments and/or other network policy. Thus, many important NCSs, including the works of [5, 10, 12, 15] , are developed based on the assumption of two independent stochastic processes for the S/C and C/A channels.
Let us define the state of the NCSP K as
where e(k) = x(k) −x(k). From (4) - (8), the NCSP K can be described by
Our main objective is to derive the separation principle and stabilisation control for the NCSs with multiple-packet transmission where packet dropouts in the S/C and C/A channels are driven by two independent Markov chains. We also investigate the NCSs driven by the two memoryless processes under a special case of Assumption 1 with p t,r = p r and l i, j = l j .
Assumption 2: The stochastic processes s k and a k are driven by the two independent memoryless processes. The probability mass function of s k is denoted by p r = Prob(s k = r), ∀r [ Q, with the state probability matrix P M W [p r ], while the probability mass function of a k is denoted by l j = Prob(a k = j), ∀j [ M, with the state probability matrix
Separation principle
We first derive the separation principle for Markov chain-driven NCSs. Noting that the NCSP K (12) is a Markovian jump linear system, we prove our result in the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Separation Principle):
The NCSP K (12) under Assumption 1 is stochastically stable if and only if the following two conditions hold.
Proof: (If). From (11) to (15), a sub-system for e can readily be obtained as
According to Lemma 2 and (14) , the sub-system (18) (17), a sub-system for x can readily be obtained as
with
From Lemma 2 and (16), it is easy to show that
This together with Lemma 4 yields
namely,
2s . According to Lemma 2, the NCSP K is stochastically stable.
(Only If). As the NCSP K is stochastically stable, then
2s . Thus, the sub-system (18) for e is stochastically stable, and the condition (i) holds according to Lemma 2. On the other hand, for the sub-system (18), e(k) ; 0 when e(0) ¼ 0. In other words, the sub-system (19) for x becomes
in the case of e(0) ¼ 0. The stochastic stability ofP K means that for e(0) ¼ 0,
. Thus, the sub-system (19) is stochastically stable and hence the condition (ii) holds.
A Note that (14) only involves L while (16) only involves K. Hence, the state feedback control and observer can be designed independently by assuring each separated part be stochastically stable. This property is in accordance with the separation principle. For the memoryless process-driven NCSs under Assumption 2, we can simplify the separation principle as follows.
Theorem 2:
The NCSP K (12) under Assumption 2 is stochastically stable if and only if the following two conditions hold.
where C r and F j are given in (15) and (17), respectively.
Proof: The proof is straightforward by directly applying Theorem 1 and Lemma 3. A
Stabilisation control
The task of stabilisation control for Markov chain-driven NCSs is as follows. Given A, B and C as well as the transition probabilities p r,t and l i, j under Assumption 1, determine the observer gain L and state feedback gain K such thatP K is stochastically stable.
Based on the separation principle derived in the previous section and with the introduction of freedom matrices [27, 28] , such as G 1 and G 2 in the following theorem, we can synthesis the stabilisation control for NCSs in terms of LMI.
Theorem 3: For the NCSP K (12) under Assumption 1, suppose that there exist 0 ,
Proof: Firstly, the non-singularity of G 1 and G 2 is guaranteed by (29) and (30) that include
1 Y 1 and C t = A + LH q (t)C. Then, pre-and post-multiplying (29) by
and its transpose, we arrive at condition (i) of Theorem 1.
and F j = A + BH m (j)K. Then, pre-and post-multiplying (30) by
and its transpose, we have
From Lemma 2, the above inequality is equivalent to condition (ii) of Theorem 1. Finally, by Theorem 1, we know thatP K isstochastically stable.
A Clearly, Theorem 3 only gives a sufficient condition for controller design. For the memoryless process-driven NCSs, we can derive the necessary and sufficient condition for controller design. 
where denotes the symmetric term in a symmetric matrix. Moreover, if (31) and (32) have solutions, the observer and state feedback gains are given by
Proof: By pre-and post-multiplying (31) with diag{I,
and applying Lemma 1, we can see that (31) is equivalent to (27) . Similarly, set P = X −1 and K = Y 2 X −1 . By pre-and post-multiplying (32) with diag{P, I, . . . , I} and applying Lemma 1, we can see that (32) is equivalent to (28) . This completes the proof according to Theorem 2. A
Numerical example
To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed stabilisation approach, we considered the following system with the plant parameters A = 
The eigenvalues of the plant were 1.1783, 21.1818 and 20.7482 + 0.5171i. At each instant k, the plant output vector y(k) was transmitted by two packets through the S/C channel and the input vectorû(k) was transmitted by two packets via the C/A channel. Thus, the numbers of elements in the sets Q and M were both 2 2 = 4. Assume that the above system was under Assumption 1 with 
Conclusions
In this contribution we have studied a class of NCSs with multiple-packet transmission where random packet dropouts occur independently in both the S/C and C/A channels. Our new contributions have been twofold. Firstly, we have established and proved a separation principle for the generic NCS where packet dropouts in the S/C and C/A channels are driven by two independent Markov chains, respectively. According to this result, the state feedback control and the observer for the underlying NCS can be analysed and synthesised independently. Secondly, we have presented a sufficient condition in the terms of LMI for the stabilisation control of the Markov chain-driven NCSs. We have also derived the necessary and sufficient condition for the stabilisation control of memoryless process-driven NCSs. Finally, A numerical example has been included to illustrate our proposed design approach. In this study, our results were derived by adopting the zeroinput scheme for compensating the dropped control packet. As mentioned in the introduction section, the zero-input scheme might be inapplicable for certain industrial process control applications. An alternative method for compensating control packet dropouts is known to be the hold-input scheme. Currently, we are investigating the conditions for guaranteeing the separation principle and stabilisation control under the hold-input scheme.
